The study of feasting on the Greek mainland during the Middle and Late Bronze Age provides insights into the nature of Mycenaean society. Grave goods demonstrate changes in feasting and drinking practices and their importance in the formation of an elite identity. Cooking, serving, and drinking vessels are also recorded in Linear B documents. Feasting scenes appear in the frescoes of Crete and the islands, and the Mycenaeans adapt this tradition for representation in their palaces. Feasting iconography is also found in vase painting, particularly in examples ofthe Pictorial Style. Mycenaean feasting is an expression of the hierarchical sociopolitical structure of the palaces.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper I survey the artifactual evidence for Mycenaean feasting, including pottery, bronze vessels, frescoes, Linear B ideograms, and painted representations on pottery and other terracotta artifacts.1 There is no generally accepted definition of feasting: some scholars prefer a definition that encompasses most occasions of the consumption of food and drink; others argue for a more restrictive one.2 For the purposes of this investigation, I define feasting as the formal ceremony of communal eating and drinking to celebrate significant occasions. I exclude the quotidian partaking of food and drink that is carried out for biological or fundamental social reasons, such as eating with family or casually with acquaintances, friends, and colleagues-activities that do not include any perceived reciprocity. Material evidence for either eating or drinking may indicate feasting, but one must scrutinize the evidence closely to determine whether the remains are the result of formal and ritual activities not involving feasting. For example, American School of Classical Studies at Athens is collaborating with JSTOR to digitize, preserve, and extend access to Hesperia www.jstor.org ® understanding, however imperfect, of an iconography characteristic primarily of Mycenaean palace society. Aspects of feasting that are not specifically controlled or influenced by the palaces might also be apparent, but they are harder to discern, in large part for lack of redundancy in the archaeological record. A good example is provided in the article in this volume by Dabney, Halstead, and Thomas concerning a deposit at Tsoungiza, the interpretation of which depends in part on the artifactual connection with objects known primarily from palatial contexts. The variability and ubiquitous nature of feasting in any society means that feasts will leave variable archaeological traces; only those that are created through repetition and the relatively consistent utilization of identifiable remains are left for us to interpret with a high degree of probability.24
Representation of feasting may be understood as part of the very practice of feasting. It is also a part of the tradition that the Mycenaeans drew upon from Neopalatial Crete and the islands of the Aegean. An iconography of feasting in the palaces may have developed by LH IIIA but is only fully developed in the LH IIIB frescoes of the main building at Pylos (see below). By examining the development of this iconography, we will understand better the processes through which, over generations of interaction, elite groups came to control and administer the palace centers. As Davis and Bennet state, "Mycenaean material culture came to define the elite of those palaces and of the territories they controlled and influenced."25
Largely missing from this analysis is evidence for the multiple forms of feasting, and the social and ritual nuances of the practice of feasting that transpired during the Late Bronze Age in the Aegean. Such information will probably be better preserved in feasting deposits, as Pauketat and his colleagues have recently demonstrated for feasting at Cahokia in the lower Mississippi Valley.26 But it may well be that by sketching the outlines of feasting as a general phenomenon of Mycenaean palace society, directions for future research will be indicated that may lead to a more detailed and subtle understanding of this fundamental social act.
DRINKING RITUALS
The evidence for drinking rituals is preserved in archaeological contexts where an abundance of drinking vessels or the deposition of special vessels indicates extraordinary activity, for example, cups and chalices from the sanctuary at Kato Syme on Crete (Fig. 1) .27 Special vessels, some of which are for drinking, were found in the mortuary context of the Shaft Graves at Mycenae.Their intended function, however, is not clear, since their deposition may be attributed to a number of intentions, including the request of the deceased to inter them, the fulfillment of ritual obligations associated with the afterlife, or as tokens given by the burying group, perhaps representing the deceased's status. There are two ways to decide among these possibilities: to establish whether the deposition of drinking vessels (or other vessels associated with feasting) was a customary mortuary practice of the group being studied28 and to search for possible symbolic meanings of the vessels, both as iconographic conventions and as icons within a particular cultural activity.29 A suitably large and chronologically broad set of comparanda is necessary to determine customary mortuary practices, To identify a customary set of artifacts, I restrict myself here to the examination of a Mycenaean drinking service formed at the beginning of the Late Bronze Age. Its appearance is marked by the merging of indigenous pottery forms with exogenous ones, and by a shift from pottery to metal. The acquisition of imported pottery, especially drinking vessels, is a sign of differentiated social status. The acquisition of exotic items within Mycenaean society was centered primarily on sources in the Aegean, especially Crete. Even before the onset of the Middle Bronze Age, imported cups and jugs appeared at settlements such as Lerna. The preference for drinking vessels in these contexts might have resulted from practices of competitive drinking in which display would have enhanced social standing. 30 The data unfortunately provide neither quantitative measures nor consistent contexts to demonstrate this case.
In mortuary contexts of the later Middle Bronze Age, drinking vessels predominate (Table 1) . Because of the heterogeneity of local customs during this period, numerous morphological and decorative variations can be identified, but the predominance of cups and jugs and the preference for specific drinking vessels (kantharos, straight-sided cup, and goblet) 30 (Tables 2, 3 ). This transition is accompanied by a replacement of pottery in high-status burials by luxurious vessels made by specialized craftspersons working in gold, silver, and bronze, as indicated in Tables 4-6 . Examples include a gold kantharos (Fig. 2) and "Nestor's cup" from grave IV of Grave Circle A at Mycenae;32 the latter combines the Vapheio cup shape, the chalice stem, and the handles of a kantharos. From the same tomb comes a composite Helladic-Minoan silver goblet, with its carinated shape and a Minoan niello floral scene (Fig. 3) .33 I addressed this phenomenon in an earlier study, in which I emphasized that this shift reflects an amplification of traditions which were already a part of indigenous behavior; thus, foreign objects are introduced alongside prestigious items of local origin. Accompanying these objects must be a change of behavior that explains their presence.... The prestige enhancement that accompanies the introduction of foreign but not altogether new ceremonies of drinking, and the social distance expressed by the luxurious vessels used in the ceremonies are fundamental aspects of the emergence of chiefly groups at developing Mycenaean centers. Hybrid vessels incorporate all these elements and document the syncretistic nature of early Mycenaean social and political ideology.34 I was concerned in that paper to show that the emergence of a service of this type resulted from the desire of elites to display their elevated status and from efforts to consolidate power, and I compared this process to the They too emphasize that in order for the symbolic meaning of foreign items to be transferred to a community, it must be expressed in a familiar material code. In the case they study, the foreign technology of ceramics is introduced by clay vessels imitating the shape of gourd vessels current in the community. Significant to the present study, the vessels introduced through this transference of medium were those used for serving and drinking liquids. Rising elites at Early Mycenaean centers must similarly have expressed new customs through familiar forms (for example, the use of the kantharos-a two-handled carinated cup-for serving wine) while introducing new forms (Minoan shapes and decorative schemes, for instance) in rare materials. In this fashion these elites adopted Minoan luxury items while adapting them for their own social ends.37 Tables 5 and 6 display the wide distribution across mainland Greece of vessels of gold, silver, and bronze that were produced at specialized workshops on Crete, the Cyclades, and the mainland and can reasonably be associated with drinking.38 It is also clear in comparing Tables 2-6 (Table 5) .
In Mycenaean society, drinking rituals achieved standard expression through certain vessel shapes, beginning with the Vapheio cup and shallow cup, both of which were popular ceramic shapes during LH II and IIIA, also appearing in gold and silver (Table 5) .39 These were replaced by the kylix during LH IIIA.40 Particularly worthy of notice is a set of LH IIIA silver drinking vessels (shallow cup, small and large goblets) found in tomb 10, shaft II, of the cemetery at Dendra (Fig. 4, Table 5 ). In the contemporary tholos at Kokla another set of silver goblets, along with a silver shallow cup and three silver conical cups, was found, while the Acropolis Treasure from Mycenae contains four golden goblets and a semiglobular cup (Table 5) .41 Sets such as these were emulated in clay and "tinned" to resemble silver or gold; these appear at Dendra (Fig. 5) Many of these vessels show signs of wear and repair, and, therefore, cannot have been made expressly for the mortuary rite but were either owned by the deceased or given by the mourners. Either way these culinary items symbolize the feast and announce the significance of feasting to the burying group. The combination of these vessels for use in drinking and preparing and serving food-in ceramic, bronze, silver, and golddemonstrates a dramatic increase in feasting equipment beginning at the end of the Middle Bronze Age, focused on a small group of high-status burials. This indication of feasting continues but is represented more widely in wealthy burials among the many chamber tombs throughout the mainland and on Crete (LM and LH II-III). These developments are accompanied by an elaboration of shapes and forms. Although it is difficult to quantify a specific service of vessels, by LH IIIA the following appear together most frequently: kettles, lekanes, basins, bowls, pitchers, pans, hydrias, amphoras, and cups (see below, Fig. 7 purposes.56 As durable goods of high value they record a personal and social history and can be the source and inspiration for narrative. Caution is recommended in our chronological and typological examination of these deposits, since they may contain heirlooms or objects acquired outside the network of generally recognized exchange. Given their value and utility, these mortuary objects were often inventoried while they were in use,s7 a topic pursued in the following section.
LINEAR B EVIDENCE
In The ideograms on these tablets relied on shorthand for noting items. For the archaeologist who collects artifacts from domestic and funerary contexts, a disjuncture exists between the Linear B ideograms and the range of objects known to us. The ideograms for vessels do not lend themselves to a literal reading as they were strongly modified by textual description and vary both in execution and type.69 How, then, can we relate them to the many artifacts we find in the palaces and tombs? Here we face the classic problem of trying to read the ideograms as markers within our own system of transcription and translation, instead of attempting to understand how they were used by the scribes to signify meaning to themselves and to 60 (Fig. 9) . She compares them to the miniature fresco from the West House at Akrotiri on Thera and to that from Tylissos, while noting that the Ayia Irini frescoes have many elements that foreshadow Mycenaean painting.'02 In the fresco men are depicted standing over tripod kettles. Abramovitz has suggested that one man is carrying to the kettle a large brown object from what might be a red Morgan's comments suggesting a special affinity between the Kea scenes and Mycenaean frescoes bear closer inspection."10 During LH III such scenes were still being painted in Mycenaean palaces. Scattered around the palace grounds and within the palace rooms at Pylos are fresco fragments that recall those from Ayia Irini. From a second-story room (probably above hall 46) fragments combine to show men and dogs from the hunt accompanying other men carrying tripods (Fig. 10) , presumably to cook the meat."1 This reconstructed scene includes fragments showing men and dogs hunting deer,112 and, significantly, from the southwest wall (which collapsed into the small rooms to the side of the flanking corridor) came large-scale fragments, including a scene with deer and papyrus.113 A fragment from the northwest fresco dump shows a robed man apparently holding a dead animal by the legs (Fig. 11) The presence of deer in these frescoes is worthy of notice, although given the frequent appearance of deer in Aegean art, perhaps we should not be overly surprised.116 Of special interest in this regard is the stag in a LM III fresco from Ayia Triada on Crete published by Militello; a lyreplayer is also depicted, suggesting that a feasting scene may have been represented."17 Additional evidence that venison was a regular part of the feast is provided by archaeozoological analyses from Pylos, Tsoungiza, and Ayios Konstantinos on Methana,"11 and by Linear B sources; Bennet, in noting deer on seal impressions and on two tablets from Pylos (Cr 591, 868+875), suggested that they were contributions to feasts by elites. 119 We must consider possible restrictions on the consumption of hunted foods by elites, a point recently made by Hamilakis.120 For a later period, we are told by Athenaeus (1.17-18) that King Cassander was not permitted to recline at dinner and had to remain sitting, since he had never speared a boar without the use of a net.121 He adds that the heroes of Homer feasted on nothing but meat, which they prepared for themselves. It seems, therefore, within the bounds of probability that game such as venison and boar, both products of the hunt, may have been restricted in distribution, prepared differently than domesticated animals, and consumed only by those who had participated in the rituals of the hunt. 122 Game meats have a tough fiber with high albumin content and they also contain much gristle and tendon, which is best made edible by boiling; Athenaeus (14.656) reports that the Athenians preferred to boil pig as it takes away the rawness of the meat and softens it.123 The boiling of pig is also mentioned in the Iliad (21.362-364), but, as Sherratt discusses in her contribution to this volume, this method of cooking is not otherwise attested by Homer. A large quantity of beef was distributed at Mycenaean feasts, but while it was roasted over an open flame, meat from the hunt was boiled and distributed to a more exclusive audience, and the tripod would have been the appropriate vessel for such preparation. (Fig. 12),129 and continuing into the megaron proper, to the right as one approaches the throne. On a fragment from the foyer (hall 5) of this procession, men carry indeterminate objects, one of which is described by Lang as "the upright of a rectangular frame which rests on his shoulder cushioned by a large white pillow" (perhaps a stool?), while others depict furniturelike and hornlike objects (cf. the Linear B text KN K(1) 872) (Fig. 16) .141' Here a robed figure with a rolled crown or cap sits on a campstool that has a back. The figure's feet rest on a footstool and the right hand holds out a chalice as four genii process forward, each holding out a jug. This figure must be a deity, since both the falcon behind and the genii presenting would not be appropriate for a mere mortal.
In support of the notion that deities are represented in similar scenes is a fragment of a terracotta figure from the sanctuary at Amyklai; it preserves a left hand grasping the stem of a vessel, which Demakopoulou interprets as a kylix.142 The head of a snake(?) is attached to the hand and appears to be heading toward the kylix. This supports the interpretation of the figure as a deity. Another representation is painted on a vessel from Tiryns;143 it shows a figure seated in a chair holding a kylix by its stem while chariots race around the vessel (Fig. 17) . Kilian advocates the interpretation of this scene as a deity at funeral games,144 although Steel has recently argued for a more general interpretation, urging that it be understood merely as a "scene denoting an aristocratic lifestyle."'45
These alternative interpretations caution against adopting any single one. The common display of a goblet or chalice, however, is significant and is open to further analysis. The Tiryns ring presents a complete scene, and there can be no mistaking it as a presentation to a deity. Here, as elsewhere, the chalice is firmly associated with divinities. It rarely appears in archaeological contexts, and when it does it is made of marble, alabaster, or gold and is found in special contexts such as the Treasure Room at Zakros on Crete, the Shaft Graves at Mycenae, and the tholos at Dendra in the Argolid.146 Especially important is the unique appearance of the chalice and goblet in the Linear B tablets (see Fig. 7:215, 216 Although the megaron fresco at Pylos permits an association between procession, sacrifice, and feasting, and at Ayia Irini it is probable that the preparation for feasting is accompanied by a procession, it is unclear if that is the case for other depicted processions, such as the Procession Fresco and the Grand Staircase Fresco at Knossos. Therefore, a distinction between formal palace-centered ceremonial processions and feasting must be preserved.149 Procession frescoes are a complex genre with many sources (Crete, Egypt, the Near East),o50 and may have been intended for a variety of purposes. Some could be processions of tribute, and others of sacrifice, which might include a feasting scene. (Fig. 18) . A procession led by two robed figures riding in a chariot, with another robed person walking behind, is depicted. The robes are spotted. The walking figure has a baldric strapped across his chest from which hangs a long sword in a scabbard. He is attended by a nude servant who walks behind, holding a sunshade in his left hand and a small staff in his right. Clearly these implements are markers of rank and give the impression that this is a formal procession. Painted on the background around the armed walking man are a dipper, jug, chalice, krater, and conical rhyton. These vessels may be depicted as appropriate for a drinking ceremony, which might have included feasting, and their placement in the background may be an adopted convention, seen also, for example, in the scene on the Ayia Triada sarcophagus (Fig. 14) .164 It is significant that the scene occurs on a krater and that the drinking assemblage depicted is that which appears at the time of the palaces. The hint from the Ayia Irini frescoes that horse-drawn chariots may have been part of these procession scenes permits the conclusion that by the end of the Late Bronze Age a specialized iconography of drinking had evolved.
A similar fragment, probably from another krater, preserves the head and shoulders of a robed man, and on the background are painted a thinnecked, beak-spouted jug and a crosshatched hemispherical dipper.'65 A looping cable is suspended above the man's head and a painted curving line in front is broken away. It is likely that this display of vessels is a way of symbolizing a drinking service, owned by elites and used in rituals, both commensal and religious. This painted assemblage can be contrasted with ideogram *226 from Knossos tablet K 93 (Fig. 7:226) . The difference is that painting these vessels on kraters emphasizes the predominant role played by the krater and dipper in drinking activities by elites at this time, a matter explored by Steel and by Sherratt in this volume.166
Another krater fragment, of advanced LH IIIC date from Lefkandi in Euboia, shows a two-handled bowl.167 Large and small legs indicate that the scene also contained people. A krater from a tomb at Pigadi on Karpathos depicts an instrument (a rattle or sistrum?), wheel, pilgrim flask, and two high-handled kylikes-a special collection of artifacts whose pur- Grandiose displays by Mycenaean elites, in particular those reflected by burials in the Shaft Graves at Mycenae between MH III and LH I-II, were necessary early on to establish positions of dominance and display hospitality. Sponsored feasts were probably held exclusively for their kin, important retainers, and allied peers. The importance of this activity is registered by the appearance in tombs of the great metal vessels used for preparing and serving feasts. Over time this activity became evident in other categories-as deposits of cooking vessels in tombs and in domestic contexts, as records in Linear B, and in frescoes. As Mycenaean society became more complex, social divisions emerged. Some evidence suggests that those striving to achieve status were eager to demonstrate their ability to command the resources of feasting or to par- For the elites, however, the ability to sponsor feasts represented real economic value.176 The size and importance of a feast denote the amount of surplus the sponsor can draw on, which is symbolized through particular vessels, such as the bronze tripod kettles displayed in the assemblages of bronze cooking and serving vessels found in so many tombs of the elite (Table 6 ). Since the surplus is collected from agricultural activities, its economic dimension is both geographically and demographically broad.
Any substantial feast affected directly and indirectly a large and diverse population throughout the territory held by a community, as Palaima indicates in this volume in his study of the Linear B evidence. Therefore, the sponsor of a feast demonstrates the ability to bring together large groups (through coalitions and alliances), to mobilize labor, and to command surplus and distribute it. The sponsor gains in prestige through these activities and advances his family, lineage, and allies both within and beyond the community.
The bronze tripod kettle may have been selected so often for representation because it symbolizes the necessary wealth to command technologically superior craft items that were instrumental in the preparation of elite feasts, especially diacritical ones."' The special attention accorded the tripod kettle is amplified by textual references to Cretan-made kettles, and by the appearance of heirloom kettles (e.g., the Cretan kettle from grave IV of Circle A at Mycenae).'78 The tripod was selected early on as an important sign of wealth and prestige in historic Greece, with dedications occurring as early as the 10th century at sanctuaries.179 The vessel has probably always been accorded symbolic value, since it was manufactured throughout the Late Bronze Age and into the Iron Age without a break, especially on Cyprus,180 and becomes an icon in Classical times, as Jones has recently argued.181 Heirlooms carry a history of their own, which can be related by participants in a feast. Through such storytelling, participants and sponsors can assert and establish claims of status back through the generations and, in passing the tales on, look into the future.
A feast must have food, and meat of course is highly regarded due to its cost and associations with the hunt. Thus we see three other aspects of the feast represented and recorded: the hunt, procession, and sacrifice. In Aegean art the hunt centers on deer and boar. The boar hunt has not been considered in this review because as of yet there are no clear associations with any of the feasting scenes.182 It may be that the boar hunt was a separate activity, reserved for the elite and, as we know from later sources,183 a sign of manhood and therefore a restricted rite of passage. The hunting of deer, however, is frequently represented. Textual evidence and zooarchaeological remains indicate that it was associated with feasting.184 The hunt may be understood as one way-an aboriginal way-of provisioning meat and thus identified exclusively with peer hunters and warriors, and perhaps with cooking in a tripod. The archaeological record preserves not only generalized information about feasting but also evidence that its practices are interrelated across cultural horizons spanning more than half a millennium. The better part of the evidence comes from the period and culture we designate as Mycenaean, yet it is clear that no understanding of the Mycenaean feast can be gained without attention being given to evidence from the Neopalatial Cretan and Cycladic societies. It is commonplace in Aegean studies that Mycenaean culture is heavily dependent upon and derived from its island predecessors. These archaeologically recognized relationships are not diffusionist "just so" stories, nor are they theories based on models of economic production and exchange, nor iconographically based projections of religious and ideological interaction; instead, they are the result of sustained and intense human social interaction carried out at every level from the personal to the political. Feasting is one of the most ubiquitous and socially productive of these interactions, highly personal and open to infinite cultural variation in the selection of comestibles, their manipulation by preparation and presentation, and customs of their consumption. Feasting can thus be argued to be an appropriate vehicle for many other human activities, especially those that involve production and exchange, all of which depend on human relationships, trust, and sharing.
Feasting is an active, evanescent activity that is continuously transformed as it is performed, and consequently serves many functions in promoting personal, group, economic, ideological, and political aims. Much of what has been presented in this essay corresponds to the documentation in ethnographic studies of feasting in transegalitarian and complex societies,187 including feasts for promoting group membership and alliances, mobilizing labor, competitive display, and collecting surplus, as well as ritual feasts marking important events in the cycles of the life of a household and community. To advance our understanding of feasting in the pre-and 
